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1. INTR~OUCTI~N 
Let R be a commutative unital ring. Polynomial laws between 
R-modules have been introduced and investigated by N. Roby in [3]. They 
generalize the usual polynomial maps between finite dimensional vector 
spaces over an infinite field. If A and B are R-modules, then the polynomial 
laws from A to B may be rcprcscntcd as special R-module homomorphisms 
from T(A) to B, where T(A) is the “divided powers algebra of the R-module 
A” [3, IV.1 and IV.21. 
If now in addition A and B carry R-algebra structures as well, those 
polynomial laws from A to B which respect the multiplicative structures 
will be of special interest. These have been investigated by A. Bergmann in 
[ 11. In [S, 1.7.61 the author proved that the so-called “multiplicative” 
polynomial laws from A to B may be represented by R-algebra 
homomorphisms from f’(A) to B. f(A) has been called the “divided powers 
algebra of the R-algebra A”; its definition is briefly recalled in Section 2. 
The structure of the algebra f(A) is usually very complex, but if one is only 
interested in polynomial laws from A into a commutative algebra B 
(e.g., normforms) one can obviously restrict to C := I1‘(A)/[f(A)], where 
[f(A)] denotes the commutator ideal of f(A). The factor commutator 
algebra C is a commutative algebra and often decomposes into relatively 
simple components. In [6] it has been proved that C z f’(R) if A is an 
R-Azumaya algebra of constant rank. The method in [6] was based on the 
special multiplicative properties of the matrix units eb. 
This paper provides an alternative method which only uses the “com- 
mutator splitting property” satisfied by M,,(R) but also by a much wider 
class of algebras. In Section 4 it is proved that for an algebra of the form 
A = (0 iBi) @ [A, A] (sum of R-modules), where the B, are commutative 
R-subalgebras of A and [A, A] is the linear span of the commutators, the 
factor commutator algebra of p(A) is just 0, f(Bi). The commutator 
splitting assumption above is of course satisfied by commutative algebras 
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but also by the free algebra R(X,J,, N in non-commuting variables Xi, and 
also by R(X,)“, the non-unital subalgebra generated by the Xi. The 
importance of the factor commutator algebra of f(R(X,}:) may be seen 
from [7]; there it has been shown that this is exactly the “algebra of com- 
mutative trace polynomials” (provided R is a field of characteristic zero), 
which has been used by C. Procesi in his important paper on trace 
identities [2]. 
2. RECOLLECTIONS 
The following notations will be standard throughout this text: N are the 
natural numbers, Z the integers, and n := { 1,2, . . . . E) c N. I, := Zu (0) 
(disjoint union) for arbitrary index sets J, e.g., n, = (0, 1,2, . . . . E>. 
R always denotes a commutative unital ring and A an R-algebra not 
necessarily unital. All rings and algebras are associative. Modules will 
always be unitary. 
For an R-module M let T(M) denote the divided powers algebra of the 
R-module M. T(M) is a unital commutative R-algebra with generators 
,rkl (or xra]) with m E 134, k~ Z (resp. XE n/i, a E Z) and relations (Vm, 
nEM): 
(A.i) m li1 = 0, Vi < 0; 
(A.ii) ml01 = 1,; 
(A.iii) (rm)cil=rimcil ‘Jr&R iE N . 
(A.iv) (m+n)[*l=~,~+i= 
07 
/( mh~~1. Vk E N,; 
(A.v) mcilmcil = ((i+j)!/i!j!) mri+jl, Vi,jE N,. 
From (A.iii) we find 
(A.iiia) Or’] = 0, Vi > 0. 
As an R-module T(M) is generated by products (over arbitrary index 
sets I) 
n xp1 
iE I
( := n (xp~)) 
IEl 
of the above generators. This notation deals always irn~~~ that almost all cti 
equai zero. Of course ni, I xicz~l =0 if ff i< 0 for any i E I. We will write tl 3 0 , 
for (LX,)~~,E??.(~) if cc,>,0 for each iEZand 1~1 instead of Ciollail. 
T(M) is a Z-graded algebra with homogeneous components 
rk := T,(M) := 
[i 
n rnF”a1/ / (x j = k (R-linear space) (k EN,). rti 
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r, shall be equal to zero if k < 0 and we have natural isomorphisms 
l-oZ R, r, ~A4. 
r is a functor from R-modules to commutative unital graded R-algebras. 
See [3] for further details on f(M). 
Now let A be a unital R-algebra. Define an R-module monomorphism 
Sh,: r(A)+ n l-,(A) 
ktzN" 
(Remember: If k < 1 c( 1, then 1 Lk 1’11 ni,, aF”l] equals zero!) 
If A is not necessarily unital, define a composition of R-module 
monomorphisms 
Sh: f(A) -f=+ T(A @ R)& n fi(A 6 R). 
Here A @ R denotes the R-module A 0 R endowed with a unital R-algebra 
structure by (a, r) . (b, s) := (ab + rb + as, rs). I : A -+ A @ R is the canonical 
embedding a H (a, 0). z splits ! 
A was not necessarily unital, but if it is unital, then there is a surjective 
unital R-algebra homomorphism 
p.A@R-rA with (a, r)++a+rl,. 
The following diagram then commutes: 
r(A) oh ~G(A@R) 
2.1. DEF. f(A) := Sh(T(A)) for any not necessarily unital R-algebra A. 
If A is unital, then p(A) z (r,(~))~ (f(A)) = Sh,(T(A)). 
2.2. DEF. 
a<“> := Sh(ar”J) 
n a,+~) := Sh 
iEl 
for acl’ E r( A ) 
.for fl aF@I E T(A). 
rsl 
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If A is unital, then T,(A) is a unitai R-algebra too because there is a 
canonical map T,(A) 0 T,(A) -+ T,(A @A). To distinguish this new 
multiplication from the one of F(A) we denote it by “z” instead of “*” or 
juxtaposition and do so for every k. We have: 
.- .- c n (aihi)ry~jl. 
(l’z,)EM(XB) (L1)tfx-f 
Remark. If any cli is negative, the condition zjEJ yY= cli can never be 
satisfied, so M(a; p) is void. A sum over a void index set equals zero by 
convention. 
The different z combine to give a componentwise multiplication on the 
product nkE .,T,(A), which again is denoted by “Y, and has unit element 
(1 !$l)k. We have for arbitrary A: 
(i) f’(A) is a unital subalgebra of Hi T,(A 63 Rf. 
(ii) If A is unital, then Sh~(~(A)) is a unital subalgebra of nj Ti(A) 
and p(A) z Sh,,,(f(A)) as unital R-algebra. 
So in general we will not distinguish between f(‘(A) and Sh,(I’(A)) if A is 
unital. 
We so defined a unital not necessarily commutative R-algebra f(A) for 
each not necessarily unital R-algebra A. The multiplication which is from 
nk T,(A &3 R) is again denoted by 2.” 
Let I be a well-ordered index set. If xi E f(A) equals ll;(aJ for almost all 
iEI, then ZIG, xi denotes the product xi, rxhr ... zxjn in f’(A), where 
i, < iz < I_. <i,, in f and (xi,, . . . . xi,> contains each x,# 1~~~). (Products 
over void index sets in f or any unital algebra equal 1 by convention.) 
As f(A) is in general not commutative whereas T(A) always is, it is 
obvious that Sh is not an algebra homomorphism; e.g., 
7 a,<“;> = T Sh(aF”1l)fSh 
iel iel 
For the multiplication in f’(A) one computes: 
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Here Q(aiP) := {(Yo)(r,J)E(lOXJ,~)\(O,O)IYi,E NO; ViE:l:lll,tJ~Y~=ai;vjEJ: 
~idoYlj=PJ 0 ne conection between the multiplications of T(A) and 
T(A) is 
V’x, E r,,(A), Y,, E r,(A): W-T,,) 7 WY,,) = Wx, ..Y,) + 1 Zk, 
k<m+n 
(2) 
where zk E Sh(T,(A)). (Remember: x,, .y,, E f,+,,(A).) 
Proof, It will be sufficient to take x, :=nit, a,!“~] E T,(A) and y, := 
~,G,b~~fi~l~T,(A) with cli, fljiO. (This implies 1x1 =m, 1 PI =n.) Then 
by (1) 
For (S,b, + 6,0~i)i,i# (JJ~)~,~E &(a; p) we have: 
CYlO+CYOj+ C Yu 
IEl IEJ (~./)tlxJ 
This is less than Citl a,+n =m + n, if not &p,y,U= m. We find: 
“I=CjeJoYo=Yio+C,FJYiJjYiodaitJi. But then ~ie,yiO=m implies: 
Vi:y,=a, and y,,=O V(i,j)~lxJ. Then Vj:~j=~yo,+~,EIyo=yoj and 
(Yv)i,,j = (S,jj + Gjoai)i,j. This contradiction implies: C,, , ylo < m. Therefore 
v(Yg)~,~ # tsiOBj + dJoar)i, j: 
with k cm + n. 1 
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If B c A generates A as an R-module, then by [7, 4.53 f((A) is generated 
as an R-algebra by the elements h<‘> with bE B and ie f+J,. (This is not 
obvious!) 
f is a functor from R-algebras to unital R-algebras. The algebra f(A) is 
increasingly filtered by the R-submodules 
% :=sh (,“i, T,(A)). 
We have 9,,~9t%)m~9~++m and by (2) we find for the associated graded 
algebra grf(A): 
gr f(~) z T(A). 
For further details on p(A) look at [S] or [7]. 
3. THE COMMUTATOR IDEAL 
We will now investigate the commutator ideal [f(A)] of f’(A). This part 
of the paper is from the author’s thesis. We will need the following lemma: 
3.1. LEMMA. For elements a,, . . . . ak, b from an R-algebra the element 
[a, . a2 . . . ak, b] lies in the ideal generated by the [ai, b] with i E k. 
Proof: [a, “.“ak, b] = a,.....akmm,[a,,b] + [a,.....a,_,,b]a,. 
The proof is therefore by induction on k. l 
Now A will be an R-algebra again which may be unital or not. 
3.2. Let I be a two-sided ideal in f(A), n E N, C(IE N, (jEn), aj, b, E A 
(jE n). Then: 
(V’e n: (a;“/) -b,<“/>) E I) ~(j~“a:‘l>)-(,~“b:QJ))EI 
Proof 
So 3.2 follows by induction. 1 
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3.3. DEF. For m E N, let V,,, denote the ideal of f(A), which is generated 
by the elements [a<“, h(j)], with a, h E A and i,,je RI, satisfying the 
condition: min {i, j} 6 m. 
3.4. ForkE~Jo;a,ajEAandcr,aiE~,(iEk)wehatle:ffxi<mE~for 
alliEk, then [Jt,a<“‘>,rr<“)]EGC m .). 
Proof: By Prop. 217 of [7] nje L a”t’ is a linear combination of 
elements 7Jjh,<h), with hjf A, 0 d pi< 6. So it is sufficient to prove: 
[Zib,@i>, a (‘)I E V,+ r. But this follows from 3.1. i 
3.5. DEF. For m E N, let Tt,, denote the ideal of f(A) generated by the 
efements ah”>-ha<‘>, with a, SEA andO<i,<m. 
3.6. Form,k~~;a,h~Aandj,,cri~~o(i~k)wehave:IfIri<mforaN 
ie k, then ni,, (abil)<“l> - niet (b’Ja)C”‘)E:2m_ 1. 
Proof By Prop. 2.7 of [7] x := .xI<‘1) . .. xi*“> is a linear combination of 
elements Z,M,‘h) with 0 Q fij < m and 154, a monomial in the xi. If xk is sub- 
stituted in x by abjr one gets n, E ,(ab ) A <‘l). If on the other hand x, is sub- 
stituted in x by b-“a, then one gets n,, ,(bjla)(“l). So by 3.2 it is sufficient o 
prove, that for each monomial Mj we have: Di := Ni<‘C) - Li<fi~) E Tm _, , 
where N, denotes Mj with each xi substituted by ahif and Lj is Mj 
with x, substituted by /#a. For n/r, =: x,x,. . .x, one gets: Dj= 
(a(b’“ab’~...ab’~))‘8~’ - ((b”ab”a ...bJw) a)(h>. Therefore Dj~9,,- r. B 
3.7. DEF. For m E N, define the Ideal $,, of p(A) by &, := Vm + .C&. 
3.8. Fork,mE~;a,bEAanda,s,,j,&~j, (i~k)~vehar~e:~~~<rnfor 
all iE k then 
Proo$ By induction on K 01= 0: This is 3.4. 
C( > 0: D L=: fl (ab”)<“” Tb<‘) - b(“)z n (b’la)‘“” 
,Ek rsk 
_ b<“’ 
i 
,g (hi + ‘a)(i1) jG (bJza)(“‘) 
>i 
. 
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By induction this is congruent module 9m “_ I to 
,g (abji)<“‘>, 6’“) 
The first summand is from %‘+ 1 by 3.4; the second one is from 2?mI t 
by 3.6. 1 
3.9. Forj~~N;k,mE~,anda,b~A wehave: 
(,bj)<“> b<k-m> _ (bja)<“> b<k-m> 
sjFN (-l)i-1 (((abj+‘--l)(“>-(bj+i-1a)<“>)~b<k-~~7> 
+ [(b.j+i la)<‘n>, b’k +f> 1) mod&-,. 
Proof: By induction on k: For ~12 = 0 there is nothing to prove. Let 
m > 0. k <m : Then k < im for all iE N, so both sides of the congruence 
vanish identically. k = m: Then k < im for ail i > 1. So on the right-hand 
side there is nothing left but ((abj+‘-‘)<“‘-- (bjfi-‘a)<m)) Tbckmrn). 
k,mz (,bj)<“>b’k-m>_(bja)<m>b<k-nt> 
= (,b”)‘“> Irb<k-m>-b<k-m) T(b’a)<“> 
_ ((abi+l)<m> b<k-h> _ (bj+ la)<m) h(k-zm>) 
-i,E, ((&+ l)(i) (&j)<m-i> b<k--m-O 
-(b 
i+ta)<i> (bja)<“-i) b<“-m-t>) 
2 [(f&Q<“‘>, b<k-‘=> ] + ((&)<“>- (b.ia)<“>) zb<k-m> 
_ ((&+ I)<~~) b<(k.-nz)--m> __ (bjt Ia)<m> b<(k -m)-nt)) 
indE*ion [(bla)<m>, b<k-“>] + ((&i)<m> _ (bja)<m>) Tb<k-m> 
+ C (__ 1); (((abj+i)(m> __ (p+ia)<m)) zb<k-m-im> 
isN 
+ [(bj+ia)<r~>, ,<k-Wn>]) 
=nzw (-1yJ-l (((Qbj+“-l)<m>_(b.l+“-la)<“>)zb<k--nnt) 
+ E(b 
i+n- ta)(“>, b<k-m) 
1). 1 
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+ C (-l)i-‘[(biu)~‘~‘~,h~k~in’)] mod&,. 
,GM 
PrOOf: 
La <m>l /j<k’] I (ah)<“’ b<” ~ m> _ (ha)<“> b&m> 
-21,’ 
a<n~--f>(a~)<i> /,<k- i) --a<nz i>(ba)<i> b<k-I>) 
g (&,)C”> )p<k-m> - (ba)<“> Jyck -m> mod tymtI I. 
So 3.9 implies 3.10. i 
The commutators on the right-hand side of 3.10 can be developed further 
using the same procedure. This yields: 
3.11. Form, HEN,, a, heA we have: 
[a<“?), b<k>I s 1 
t,. ..L (-I)‘ 
‘* + tin-n W(n, il, . . . . i,,) mod .a, , . 
nerv n 
Here f,fffn, i,, ..,, i,,) := ((hh+‘. +kiapn)Cf~) __ (bh+“‘+ha)<m>) 
*b<k-(‘l+ ” +l”)?n) 
ProoJ: By induction on k: For k =0 there is nothing to prove. The 
same is valid for m = 0. So let m, k > 0. 
[&“>, pq3g 1 (._- I)‘- 1 ((ab’)o=> _ (~“a)<“‘>) zh<k-‘m> 
IEN 
+ c (_ l)i- 1 [()ja)<“>, b<k-i”> J
ieN 
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We are now able to formulate the important result: 
3.12. THEOREM. (a) For each m E N 0 we have the equality & = %Y,,, = X;, . 
(b) The commutator ideal [f(A)] of f( A ) (A not necessarily unital) 
is generated by the elements (ab)<” - (ha)<‘) with ie N and a, b E A. 
Proof. (a) By induction on m: m = 0 : $9, = G&, = 2.& = 0; m >~:,r$j~;} 
<m+[a”),b(‘)]E’ik;,_, =‘nd.# ,,... ,=LZW-,. Vke No: [a m , ] 
$, -. , + 9?#, by 3.11. By induction hypotheses C9m _ 1 = .5Ym _ , c Zm. So 
%$,c%~,. The other way w.e find for i<m: (ah)<‘>-(ha)<‘>E%,,-, =qm. , 
(ind. hyp.). (ab)(“> - (ha)‘“) z X” [a<“>, b’“‘] mod $,- 1. Since [a<“), 
zm>]; %,, by induction we find: (ab)<“> - (ba)<“> E Q&+, + %Zm c qm. So 
?n= M’ 
tb) C&W= U mt N0 %?,,,, because f(A) is generated as an R-algebra by 
the elements a<‘) with iE N,, aE A ([7, Prop. 2.71. So [f(A)] = UrnGNoZ~ 
by (a). 1 
Thus commutativity may be forced on f(A) by prescribing the relation 
(ab)‘“} = (ha)<” Vie N, a, b E A, that means, by demanding cyclic per- 
mutability in the arguments of the (. )Ci). 
4. THE COMMUTATOR SPLITTING PROPERTY 
Theorem 3.12 now enables us to compute the factor commutator algebra 
of f(A) for a certain class of algebras. 
4.1. DEF. An R-algebra (not necessarily unital) will be said to have the 
“commutator splitting property,” iff the following condition holds: 
There exists a family Bi (i E I) of commutative R-subalgebras of A, such 
that A=(@,E, Bi) 0 [A, A] as R-module. 
(The Bi may be unital or not. If A is unital and Bi too, we will allow 
l&f 1A.l 
A prominent example of such an algebra is the matrix ring 
M,(R) = Re,, @ [M,(R), M,(R)]. Any commutative algebra satisfies this 
property trivially. Another important example is the free non-commutative 
R-algebra R(Xiji, M or its non-unital subalgebra R{Xij’ generated by the 
Xi. This wil1 be dealt with in a subsequent paper. 
Before we compute p(A)/[p(A)] of an algebra with the commutator 
splitting property we have to provide a little result on commutators. Let A 
be an R-algebra again, not necessarily unital. If a, b E A and m E N, then: 
(ab)<“’ = ([a, b] + ha)<“’ = c [a, b]<” (ba)‘j) 
i+/azm 
= [a, b-j<“> + (ha)‘“’ + c [a, b]<‘> (ba)“>. 
i+j=m 
hii0 
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4.2. For all a, b E A and m E NO we have: 
(ah)<“’ - (ha)‘“’ = [a, b]<“’ + c [a, b]“’ (ha)<” 
r+,=m 
i.i# 0 
= c [a, b]“’ (ba)(‘). 
r+,=m 
,>o 
4.3. COR. For all a, b E A and m E N we have: 
[a, b]‘“> .IRa)l+~(iQl,(4). 
Proof: By induction on m: m= 1: [a, b]<‘)=(ab)(‘)-(ba)(‘)E[f(A)]. 
m> 1: [a, b]<“> =4.2 (ab)<“)-(ba)(“)-Ci+i=,,o,i,, [a, b](‘) (ba)(“. 
[a b](‘) (ha)<” = [a, b]<‘)z(ba)“‘+elements from Sh(@,,;+,T,(A)). 
B; induction hypothesis this is an element of ([f(A)] + Sh( OkCi T,(A))) 
t Sh(fj(A)) + Sh(O/c<r+,f,(A)) c lIjl(A)l + Sh(O,<i+,~dA)) c 
Cf’(41 +Sh(O,<m~,(A)) I 
4.4. THEOREM. For an R algebra A with commutator splitting property 
such that A=(@,e, Bi) @ [A, A] let ii: Bi --f A be the natural injections. 
Then the unital R-algebra homomorphisms 
t~(f(A)) 0 f({i): f(BJ + f(A)/[f(A)I 
combine to give a unital R-algebra isomorphism 
p := 0 (@(A)) c f((ii)): 0 QB,)-L QA)/[~(A)]. 
I 1el 
Here tQf(A)) is the canonical epimorphism from f’(A) onto f(A)/[f’(A)] 
and p( @ i xi) := Zi(ti(p(A)) 0 p([,)(x,)). 
ProoJ Define V to be the R-linear span of the set 
i, 
~x,~l=‘(A)1x~~Sh(f,,(B,)), 1x1 <co . 
I 
Clearly p may as well be defined as the following composition: 
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Then V= Im 9. We will show: 
(1) P’@ [f(A)] = f(‘(A), and 
(2) 9: oi P((Bi) + Vis injective. 
Proof of (1). Remember 3.12: 
[i’(A)]=Ideal generated by {(ah)<k)-((ha)(k)Ik~~;a,b~A}. 
(a) f(A)= V+ [f(A)]. The commutator splitting property yields 
that as an R-module f(A) is generated by elements of the form 
Sh((n,x,) c) with xiET,(Bi), c~f~([A, A]) and Ia I< co. We prove (a) 
by induction on k := /I + I c( 1. k = 1: Then Sh((n, xi) c) is either of the form 
b,<‘) with big Bi for suitable i, in which case Sh((fl,x,) C)E V, or it is a sum 
of elements [a, h](‘)=(ab)“‘-(ba)<‘)~ [P(A)]. 
k > 1: By (2) of Section 2 Sh((n;x;) c) = (7, Sh(xi)) t Sk(c) + linear 
combination of elements Sh((ni xi) c’) with X~.E r,;(Bi) and 
c’~r&[A,Al) and /I’+ lcl’l -C/I+ 1~1. It remains to prove: 
WC)E m(A)1 + Sh (yi(4), (*I 
for then (Zi So) r S(C) E [f(A)] + CjCp (Zi Sh(T,,(A)) z Sh(Tj(A))) c 
m41+ IL<ft+ ,oL, Sh(f,(A)). Then (a) follows by induction hypothesis. 
Proof of (* ). Sk(c) is a linear combination of elements Sh( [a, hlCk1 . d) 
withd~f,P,([A,A])and/I>,k>O.Sh([a,h]Ckl.d)= [~,b]<~)~Sh(d)+ 
elementsfrom Sh(@j<,jr,(A)). But [~,b](~)~~-~[f’(‘(A)]+Sh(@j,~f,(A)). 
The rest is trivial. 
(b) Vn [f(A)] =O. Let G denote the map 
(section 2) 
(with 9, as in Section 2) which is defined as follows: 
l For XE~(A) let i(x):=min{j~N~Ix~~}. Define G(x):= 
x + 3(.x) ~ I E %(I)/%(.I) ~ 1 = ni(r) 0 S-‘(x). (Here rck: 0 ,f,(A) + f,(A) is the 
canonical projection.) 
G(x) = 0 + x = 0. (**I 
Proof of (**). Let x~f(A) and i:=min{jENOIxEC$}. Suppose 
G(x)=0 or equivalently rcioShP’(x)=O. For k>i we have 7(k’sh-‘(x) 
=O, for else nkoShP’(x)#O would imply Sk-‘(x)+ @jG,Tj(A) or ~$3 
in contrast to the definition of i. But 7[k oShP’(x)=OVk>iimpliesxE9?~, 
and again a contradiction to the definition is derived. This proves (**). 
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Now let .XE Vn [f(A)]. Then (2) of Section 2 shows that XE V implies 
G(x) E U := linear span of the set {ni hiI h;~ T(R,)}. On the other hand by 
3.12(b) and (2) of Section 2 the elements of G([f(A)]) are linear com- 
binations of elements of the form x((ah)‘“’ - (b~)~“‘)y with x, YES 
and a, b E A. But x((ab)r”’ - (ba)l”“) YE W := linear span of the set 
((FI, xi) c I Myi E rx8(Bi)2 CE f,,( [A, A]), 1 c( 1 < co, p > 0). This is by 4.2 and 
the commutator splittig property. What is left to prove is: U n W = 0. Let 
i: 0, Bi -+ @ Cl A be the natural R-module embedding. @ ;Bi is a direct 
summand of A, so there exists an R-module homomorphism p: A + 
@,B;, such that po @ i, = iu’, B,. Therefore, &4)=WT(O i,))O 
kerT(p)=U@kerZ(p). 
By [3, Prop. IV.81 ker T(p) is the ideal of T(A) generated by the 
elements .xril with i > 0 and x E ker p; but this is exactly W. 
Proqf ef (2). Let the R-module homomorphism YI be defined by the 
following composition: 
i, > 
r3. 111.41 0 Sh 
r/:f @B, 2 @ T,(B;) -g @ p(BJ& j‘(A). 
I I 
To prove the injectivity of 9 it is sufficient o prove the injectivity of 9. Let 
G: f(A ) + T(A) be the map defined in ( I). We will show that for 
Ofx~f(@~B,) we have G(v](x))#O. Let x=&<~<~x~ with 
.yq E f,( @ ; B,) and x,,, # 0. f,( @ i Bi) is as an R-module generated by 
elements n, zi with z, E r,,( Bi) and Ci ui = q (see [3,111.4]). So let 
xy = C, rly ni zi,“) with riq E R, z?’ E T,$B,) and xi CXI;“’ = q Vj. Then 
Gov(x)= GCL<y<m C, riq Zi ii($))). Then (2) of Section 2 implies: 
zi [,(z(,!)) c gq. So Go r](x) = G(C, ri,,, Z, ii(zj,“))) = (‘) C, r,, ni ii(zi;)) and 
Gay(x) = r([)(x,). But [ splits and therefore r(c) is a split 
monomorphism. x,,~ # 0 * 0 # r([)(~,,) = G 1: q(x). 1 
As a simple consequence of 4.4 we rederive Prop. 4.3(b) of [6], because 
M,,(R) = Re,, 0 CM,,(R)> M,,(R)I. 
4.5. THEOREM. For all n E N 0 we have: f( M,( R))/[ l=‘( M,( R))] z f(R). 
Proof 4.4and the fact, that f(R)~f(Re,,) by f(f), wheref: R-,Re,, 
is the R-algebra homomorphism given by .f( 1) := e, , . 1 
Another example: Let A = @ iE m MJK,), where the Ki are finite dimen- 
sional extension fields of the field K. Then clearly A = (0 it m K,e\‘() 0 
[A, A]. Here etil denotes the matrix unit e,, of MJK,). Again Theorem 4.4 
applies. 
In a subsequent paper we will apply 4.4 to the free R-algebra R { X,}, and 
intimately connect f(R{X,},) with symmetric functions and trace identities. 
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